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DESIGN IS EVERYTHING,
EVERYTHING IS DESIGNED.



WE ARE HTDS

HIROSHI TSUNODA

HTDS is an independent design studio with a distinct vision. We believe in taking the meaning of creative 
designing one step further by emphasizing that the outcome of our projects be as innovative as possible. 
We believe in challenging boundaries. 
One of our most important aims is to integrate our creative designing philosophy into new and unexpect-
ed contexts. We manage to do this by continuously seeking new and progressive projects to venture into. 
We offer from traditional industrial designing to custom-made commissions, our team of professionals led 
by Hiroshi Tsunoda offers a variety of different services all in the line of design. 
We work through medias such as product design, furniture design, conceptual design, interior design and 
graphic design. We specialize in developing projects with aesthetic, practical, ecological, commercial and 
cost-effective productions. 
In order for the end results of our projects to be as satisfying as possible, we maintain a close dialogue 
with our clients throughout the whole designing process. 
We are a multi-cultural group of young people welded together by our passion for creative designing. 
We love what we do and we would like to think that our positive working environment is reflected in the 
result of our work. 
Our studio is located in Borne, the center of the old town in Barcelona. 

Hiroshi Tsunoda is a Japanese designer established in Barcelona since 2000. 
His fascination for the American culture, made him move to the USA and then study design in 
the prestigious Rhode Island School of Design, USA. 

In 2005 Hiroshi decided to found his own studio in Barcelona. His studio offers a variety of different 
services all in the line of design, through medias such as product design, furniture design, conceptual 
design, interior design and graphic design. 

His designs has been showed around the world: Barcelona, London, Milan, Paris, Frankfurt, Hangzhou, 
Moscow… and he has participated in a huge number of talks and events in many countries. 

Hiroshi has combined his career as a designer with university teaching. He also had realized a huge 
number of workshops.
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Japanese Pastery Packaging
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Chcolate Liquor Packaging
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Logo Design
JAPAN

Chocolate Packaging
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Logo Design
TAKAYAMA. JAPAN

Marchandising Design
BARCELONA. SPAIN

CI design, Art direction
NAGOYA. JAPAN

CI Design, Label Design
SHANGHAI. CHINA

Graphic Marchandising
BARCELONA, SPAIN

Art Direction, Catalog Design
BEIRUT. LEBANON

Wall Paper Design
BARCELONA. SPAIN

SHALL WE TALK?



01.
MOCHIAI
Japanese Pastery Shop
PACKAGING DESIGN

cliente: TAKASHI OCHIAI, S.L.

Ochiai is a highly regarded Japanese patisserie 
in Barcelona founded by Takashi Ochiai in 1983. 
The most famous Ochiai pastry is the Daifukus 
and its descendants, Mochaiai and Minimochi 
are colourful and attractive pastries.

We designed the packaging to maximise the 
visual impact of these delightful pastries and
to create a gift like feel to the box.

We complemented the gift boxes with custom 
designed bags made especially for Mochiai and 
Minimochi. These were made from a plain sheet 
of fine cardboard which can easily be folded into 
a bag that can carry up to five Mochiai and Mini-
mochi using traditional origami technique.

The principles of material and space saving run 
throughout the entire design project.

Barcelona. SPAIN
TAKASHI OCHIAI



P.8 TAKASHI OCHIAI

top left_flat packaging system for easy storage
top right_folding the flat packaging into a bag

bottom_renewed logo with the paper bag
righ page top_new packaging for mini mochiai
righ page bottom_new packaging for mochiai



cliente: JORDI FARRES, S.L.

02.
LIQUOR
BOTTLE
Chocolate Pastery Chef
PACKAGING DESIGN

The main wall of the restaurant is wallpapered 
with an original design created
by the studio featuring traditional wood prints of 
samurais and hand-drawn
illustrations of the ingredients for ramen soup.
The end result is an exciting juxtaposition be-
tween ancient symbols and modern
casual dining. The wallpaper has become a key 
feature of the restaurant.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
JORDI FARRES



P.10 JORDI FARRES

top left_gold wrapping for the original chocolate bar
top right_the original chocolate bar

bottom left_original logo design
bottom right_the template for customazing glasses for BC 

righ page_label design for the liquor bottle



cliente: FALCONER, INC.

03.
ART
DIRECTION
Brand Identity
CI DESIGN/ART DIRECTION

The new fashion brand from Nagoya Japan 
asked the new CI and the iconic leather bag for 
the brand.

We did the art direction for the brand, and we 
shot many images in Barcelona, when there 
were very little people on the street due to the 
pandemic.  It was the once in life time opportuni-
ty to do the photoshoot like this. 

All indoor photos were taken thanks to our 
personal contacts with bars and restaurants in 
Barcleona.  

NAGOYA. JAPAN
BASHIC ASHLEY



P.12 BACHIC ASHLEY

top left_original embrem
top right_log design

bottom_image photo for the bag and the brand
righ page_image photo for the bag and the brand



P.13 BACHIC ASHLEY

top left_image photo for the bag and the brand
top right_image photo for the bag and the brand

bottom_image photo for the brand
righ page_image photo for the bag and the brand



04.
CHOCO-
LATE
PACKAGING
/

PACKAGING DESIGN



cliente: CHOCOLATFACTORY, S.L.

04A.
ADVENT
CALENDAR
Chocolate Packaging
PACKAGING DESIGN

We worked with Chocolat Factory to breath new 
life into the traditional Advent Calendar.

We aimed for a sophisticated feel and created 
a design which was suitable for adults to gift 
to their friends and colleagues as a thoughtful 
token at Christmas.

The calendar comprises a series of boxes with 
a chocolate inside, a number on the front, and a 
text on the back. Each box must be rotated after 
eating the chocolate to reveal the text, and at 
the end of the Advent period all the boxes are 
turned and the secret message is revealed in its 
entirety.

The fun doesn´t stop there though - the num-
bered boxes also have a graphic on the top and 
these come together to make a puzzle within the 
original container once all the boxes are emp-
tied.

A cute Yuletide triumvirate!

BARCELONA, SPAIN
CHOCOLATFACTORY



P.16 CHOCOLAT FACTORY

left top_flat packaging for easy carry
left top bottom_flat packaging for easy carry

top right_two pieces of chocolate in the each box
bottom_the boxes for the chocolate can be used as a puzzle game

righ page_advent calender as a Christmas tree



cliente: cliente: CHOCOLATFACTORY, S.L.

04B.
THE
ENVELOP
Chocolate Packaging
PACKAGING DESIGN

The perfect gift for your loved ones, “The Enve-
lope” by Chocolat Factory allows the customer to 
take an interactive role in the design process.

As Creative Director and Founder of the studio 
Hiroshi Tsunoda states “Calligraphy is a very 
significant art form in my culture and I felt it was 
important to involve the customer in the design 
process via the use of their handwritten mes-
sage. It makes for a very personal and intimate 
gesture”.

Beyond the sensory experience of the chocolate 
itself, the handwritten message of “The Enve-
lope” leaves a lasting impression on its recipient.

BARCELONA, SPAIN
CHOCOLATFACTORY



P.18 CHOCOLAT FACTORY

top left_elegant outside of the packaging
top right_opening systme allows you to take piece of chcolate with ease

righ page_messages on the piece of paper goes in between of the chocolate 
envelops



cliente: INNOVA FP, S.L.

04C.
CHOCO-
LATE BOX
Chocolate Packaging
PACKAGING DESIGN

Following the warm reception of the 2016 choco-
late box, we were tasked by INNOVA FP to come 
up with a new design for their event favours.

This year they went for a more elegant feel, but 
still with a fun twist. We went for a sleek exterior 
sleeve which slides off to reveal a colourful box 
with vivid icons from each department of the 
Innova FP Program.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
INNOVA FP



P.20 INNOVA FP

top left_elegant slimp packaging
top right_each chocolate flavor has the indications

bottom_colorful inside box appears from simple elengant sleeve
righ page_easy assembling flat packaging system



cliente: IMPCAT WAVE. LTD.

05.
ENERGY
DRINK
Corporate Identity
GRAPHIC&PACKAGING
DESIGN

CI design for the new energy drink brad in China. 
We were asked to design, from CI to the label for 
the bottle and the shape of the bottle.  

The logo represents infinity loop for eternal 
energy and power.  

The original pet bottle was inspired with the logo 
design itself, and transformed into 3D volume 
bottle. 

SHANGHAI. CHINA
IMPACT WAVE



P.22 IMAPCT WAVE

left top_English logo
left top bottom_Chinese logo

top right_The special label graphic design for kids drink
bottom_marketing image material for the energy drink

righ page top_5 hours energy drink label design
righ page bottom_3 color options for 5 hours energy drink label design



P.23 IMAPCT WAVE

top_marketing image material for the energy drink
bottom_marketing image material for the energy drink

 righ page top_5hours 5 tastes energy drink bottles
righ page bottom_XING LAO canned energy drink label designs



P.24 IMAPCT WAVE

top left_the brand collaboration with DragonBall
top right_the brand collaboration with DragonBall

 righ page_original pet bottle inspried with the brand logo



06.
JAPANESE
LOGOS
/

GRAPHIC DESIGN



cliente: DAITO ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

06A.
TORIBAN-
YA
Japanese Restaurants
GRAPHIC DESIGN

The logo design for the luxurious toriyaki restau-
rant in Ginza, Toykyo.  

The KANJI logo mark was hand drawn by a 
Japanse carigrapher according to Hiroshi’s idea 
sketch. 

TOKYO. JAPAN



P.27 TORIBANYA

top_the logo simulation on black and white background
bottom_the logo on the wall of the restaurant entrance

 righ page_the logo design



cliente: NEXES21 CO., LTD.

06B.
GOKURI
Japanese Restaurants
GRAPHIC DESIGN

The logo design for the luxurious sake bar in 
Oomiya, Toykyo.  

Gokuri represents the sound of swallowing in 
Japanese.   And the logo mark is inspired by the 
shape of tongue, to add bit of cuteness to the 
logo.  

TOKYO. JAPAN



P.29 GOKURI

top_the logo simulation on black and white background
bottom_the logo on the restaurant entrance door

 righ page_the logo design



cliente: PLEASURE CREATE, SL.

06C.
OH!KINI
Japanese Restaurants
GRAPHIC DESIGN

The first KUSHIAGE restaurant in Barcelona, 
OKINI was opened at the hart of the old area, 
Sants. 

The logo design was aim to have the traditional 
feeling of Japan and modern sence of Barcelona. 

Staff uniforms, menus and all the visual march-
andising were originally designed as well.  

BARCELONA.SPAIN



P.31 OH!KINI

top_the logo simulation on black and white background
bottom_the logo on the staff t-shirt

 righ page top_the logo design
righ page bottom_the orignal menu design



cliente: HIROSHI TSUNODA, SL.

06D.
SAKE
KAGURA
Japanese Sake Bar
GRAPHIC DESIGN

Visual identity for the first sake bar in Barcelona, 
SAKE KAGURA.
The colour scheme for the interior was inspired 
by the stained glass windows of
Barcelona’s most emblematic churches to re-
flect the subtle bouquet of Japanese
sake. Kanji were used in the logo to create a 
sophisticated modern image
with a traditional touch.

BARCELONA.SPAIN



P.33 SAKE KAGURA

top left top_the orginal staff t´shirt with the logo
top left bottom_the orginal staff t´shirt with the logo

top right_the orginal logo on the front window
 bottom_the original coasters

righ page_the original logo



cliente: IROSI STAY

06E.
IORI
STAY
Japanese Traditional Hotel
GRAPHIC DESIGN

-

TAKAYAMA.JAPAN



P.35 IORI STAY

top_color options for the logo
bottom_the logo simulation on black and white background

 righ page_the orginal logo



07.
GRAPHIC
MERCHAN-
DISING
-

GRAPHIC DESIGN



cliente: IESE JAPAN BUSINESS CLUB

07A.
JAPAN
TREK
Barcelon Business School
GRAPHIC DESIGN

The tote bag was created for the Japan Trek. 
This is an annual event organised by the Japa-
nese business club IESE in which they travel to 
Japan from Barcelona, Spain.

The red circle made of 36 red circles on the bag 
is a representation of the 36 participating coun-
tries and their links to Japanese trade via the 
iconic centrepiece of the Japanese flag.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
IESE



P.38 IESE

top_detail of the graphic
bottom_the origal tote bag with the red cricle

righ page_bottom_the origal tote bag with the red cricle



cliente: SUAVECHAN, S.L.

07B.
AKI
RAMEN
Japanese Restaurants
GRAPHIC DESIGN

The tote bag was created for the Japan Trek. 
This is an annual event organised by the Japa-
nese business club IESE in which they travel to 
Japan from Barcelona, Spain.

The red circle made of 36 red circles on the bag 
is a representation of the 36 participating coun-
tries and their links to Japanese trade via the 
iconic centrepiece of the Japanese flag.

LAS PALMAS. SPAIN
AKI RAMEN



P.40 AKI RAMEN

top left top_the orginal staff t´shirt with the logo
top left bottom_the orginal staff t´shirt with the logo

top right_the orginal logo on the front window
 bottom_the original coasters

righ page_the original logo



cliente: HIROSHI TSUNODA

07.
ADÉU
BCN
Design Souvenir Brand
GRAPHIC DESIGN

The original design souvenir brand was created 
by Hiroshi himself. He wanted to create memo-
rable products that tourists can bring home from 
Barcelona, that is well designed. The aim of the 
brand is to create a product line so that people 
can use those products every day. 

BARCELONA. SPAIN
ADÉU BARCELONA



P.42 ADEU



P.43 ADEU



cliente: JAPAN FOUNDATION MADRID

08.
JAPAN
FOUNDATION
Graphic Marchandising
GRAPHIC DESIGN

The studio was tasked with designing a new 
graphic centred around the sakura (cherry blos-
som) for The Japan Foundation in Madrid, Spain. 

The design was featured on a tote bag, t-shirts 
and a roll-up.

As opposed to creating a completely new de-
sign, we opted to refresh the original corporate 
logo in order to keep their image current whilst 
maintaining brand continuity. We also made a 
more geometric adaptation of the sakura design 
which was featured on window stickers for their 
Japanese language classrooms.

MADRID. SPAIN
JAPAN FOUNDATION



P.45 JAPAN FOUNDATION MADRID

top left_the orginal staff t´shirt with the logo
top right_the orginal staff t´shirt with the logo

 bottom_the original business card
righ page_graphic design on the rolle up



10.
CATALOG
Porcelain Tableware Brand
PRODUCT DESIGN

cliente: ARIANE FINE PORCELAIN LTD.

Art direction, photoshooting and the catalog 
design were comissioned for this project. 

Beirut. LEBANON
ARIANE



P.47 ARIANE

/



13.
GRAPHIC
WALLPAPER
-

GRAPHIC DESIGN



cliente: COORDONNE, S.L.

13A.
UKIYOE
GRAFITTI
Graphic Wall Paper
GRAPHIC DESIGN

/

BARCELONA. SPAIN
COORDONNE



P.50 COORDONNE

/



cliente: COORDONNE, S.L.

13B.
DEUCHU
Graphic Wall Paper
GRAPHIC DESIGN

/

BARCELONA. SPAIN
COORDONNE



P.52 COORDONNE

/



   

13C.
AKI
RAMEN
Graphic Wall Paper
GRAPHIC DESIGN

Visual identity for the first ramen restaurant in 
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain.
Japanese ramen has become very popular 
worldwide in recent years. Aki is Autumn
in Japanese and the visual identity was autumnal 
in nature with red “momji”
(maple leaf) being used for the logo.

LAS PALMAS. SPAIN
AKI RAMEN



P.54 COORDONNE

top_the mail wall of 4m x 16m
bottom_original stencil drawing wallpaper



cliente: URIBOU, S.L.

13B.
URIBOU
Graphic Wall Paper
GRAPHIC DESIGN

In any restaurant, a major part of the dining 
experience is the ambience of the dining room 
itself. At La Cuina de l’Uribou we updated the 
dining room by careful attention to detail - new 
lighting, new visuals and of course our original 
wall paper featuring hand drawn illustrations 
of Koi carp. We also installed a new sushi bar 
counter as a key feature.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
CUINA DE URIBOU



P.56 URIBOU

left_main wall with Koi fish panel with LED
bottom left_detail of hand drawn Koi fish

 bottom righ_detail of hand drawn Koi fish



cliente: JAZZ BROWN, S.L.

13D.
RED ANT
Graphic Wall Paper
GRAPHIC DESIGN

Red Ant wanted a Pan-Asia feel to its interior. 
We achieved this by using a bold red and black 
colour palette throughout the whole restaurant, 
with Chinese traditional stamps on the wallpaper 
and quintessential birdcage lamps throughout
giving a strong Asian feel.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
RED ANT



P.58 RED ANT

top_lotus flower inspiration wallpaper
bottom_Chinse/Japanese stamp inspiration wallpaper

righ page_restaurant interior



SHALL WE
TALK?

CONTACT :

www.wearehtds.com
info@hiroshitsunoda.com
0034 931 708 323



Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio) holds the exclusive sole right on development and final production of the design that is presented in this document. Ownership of rights derived from intellectual and industrial property for the creations 
that are object of the present document exclusively belongs to Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio), NIF X4055144-Z. Thus, Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio) is the sole holder of the rights that correspond as author of the 
products that are object of the present document, the same in accordance to art. 2 of the Intellectual Property Law, Law 22/1987, dated November 11 on Intellectual Property, which includes ownership of the rights that are recognized in the Second Title 
of the same Law. Non-compliance of the above-mentioned conditions will be subject to an action at law before the Courts and Tribunals of the province of Barcelona, Spain.


